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The rituals that athletes count on to win might be more than just mere superstitions.

Five days left, 5 psychological science highlights: Counting down to the Olympic Opening Ceremony,
with research insights on sports and performance.

#5.

Have you seen Michelle Jenneke’s prerace routine? How about Stephanie Rice before she swims? When
a event begins, there is no telling how it will end. How can players cope with the unpredictability
Olympic competition? The rituals that athletes count on to win a tip off or sink a game-winning shot —
like the college basketball shorts Michael Jordan used to wear under his NBA uniform — might be more
than just mere superstitions.

Gregg Steinberg, Austin Peay State University, studies human performance in sports. From his time as
an athlete, he noticed that the best players had a handle on their emotions and could rebound from bad
breaks. And one seemingly silly tool athletes use to cope is good luck charms.

“Athletes…never know how they’re going to play, how the other team is going to play,” said Steinberg
in a CNN article. “So when you do something that’s superstitious, like wearing a trinket, it gives you a
greater sense of control.”

Research published in Psychological Science supports Steinberg’s statement. Superstitions are typically
seen as irrational or inconsequential, but many people rely on superstitious thoughts and practices in
their daily routines.

http://olympics.yardbarker.com/blog/olympics/article/australian_hurdler_michelle_jenneke_shows_off_bubbly_dance_routine_dominates_race/11255656
http://edition.cnn.com/2012/06/28/sport/olympics-2012-stephanie-rice-australia/index.html
http://www.nbcolympics.com/video/2012/olympic-superstitions.html
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?et=1109437875124&s=0&e=001t-XJNHL-i26T-OU383Bfsjon3Y2FzIhDlmgbo3X9xea25AHa3YLd-ONYCR0jTxmtKE1xbecfJS8mDorYePw5mOETHGwtIOJzkE0lBRBFN2cTaideFcK0ipKZRNIBIx3mbEMJ_loCzty3eeYrMkYgkERqh_EAdoW44dLaPE_8DbCbgjKmniWByQ_geejZlBSyB1ArQC4ivCi6Wntf7SoAWQD9HieVdr15Uw0LHNECrSYsc8GA8sjUw9N7ndAPhnjM5flge28pcmw=
http://edition.cnn.com/2011/10/26/health/power-good-luck-charm/?hpt=us_t5
http://pss.sagepub.com/content/21/7/1014.abstract


Psychological scientists at the University of Cologne found that participants who had a lucky charm
demonstrated improved performance in golfing, motor dexterity, memory, and anagram games. The
authors proposed that being in the presence, versus the absence, of a personal lucky charm, leads to
improved performance by boosting people’s belief in their ability to master a task, or self-efficacy. The
boost in self-efficacy from a lucky charm in turn leads to higher self-set goals and increased persistence,
which both further improve performance.

So whether you wear lucky underwear, grow a playoff beard, listen to pre-game pump-up jams, do the
Haka dance or a slow clap, the science so far shows that observing these rituals will help you bring your
A game, no matter how obscure or silly they may seem.
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